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Glenn Beck To Become First Drive Through Talk Show
Host. | Spatula In The Wilderness

In what was a strange new twist for Spatula In The Wilderness, we got ourselves banned
on Facebook this past week after being termed “offensive.” Darn. Nobody tell my folks.
They still haven’t gotten over me getting thrown out of Sunday School.

Embattled radio talk show host and Fox News
personality Glenn Beck has turned to the last means
possible for connecting with his audience: surgery.
The talk show host, 46, plans to have his pelvis
surgically altered in an attempt to become the first
hybrid news analyst and drive-through conservative
tourist attraction. Beck, whose soft tissue and bone
structure have become elasticized by years of
consuming rare gold coins and crumbs left behind
by fellow radio star Rush Limbaugh, is said to be a
perfect specimen for the experimental operation.

Beck’s surgeon L. Wood Candlewicker at the University of Melbourne Hospital explains the
procedure for the average person:

The Procedure involves elongating and bowing Mr. Beck’s legs in order to accommodate
automobile traffic through his posterior region. A team from our hospital will implant loud
speakers in Glenn’s thighs so that listeners may enjoy the ideas coming from his nether-
regions without having to get out of their cars.

Dr. Candlewicker does caution, however,  that the expense of Preparation-H may make the surgery
cost prohibitive, unless listeners can be persuaded to bring their own. Surgeons also worry that
greenhouse gasses may erode the physical structure of Beck’s lower torso and he may eventually
sag. Mr. Beck has assured his fans that since these gasses were made up by the liberal media they
probably can’t hurt him. Going forward, Beck plans to hold a “Rally To Restore Hannity” in which 
enthusiasts of his political agenda can gather underneath his enormous buttocks to cry and sing as
they seek to restore America’s place in the world. They also plan to thank talk show host Joe
Scarborough’s mother for being the Glenn Beck Show’s most loyal listener. The rally will conclude
with the naming of 40 random objects after Ronald Reagan and the signing of a petition to legalize
Sarah Palin (with a prescription, for medicinal purposes).
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